This paper focus on description of railway safety system radioblock and its application. Content of the paper describes usefulness of this system on those railway lines, which have been operated according to norm about simplified supervision of railway operation. Theoretical basis of the research is proved by case study on the railway line Číčenice -Volary (Czechia). This railway line is the only railway line with this safety system nowadays. Application of these issues is evaluated from safety and technology point of view. There are some suggestions for other railway lines, which are suitable for radioblock railway safety system.
Introduction
Railway transport is considered as fast, safe and comfortable way of transportation. Safety of railway operation is one of the main and factor with significant impact on the quality of passenger transportation and freight transportation too. Level of safety on railways is influenced by railway safety system, what is a complex of technical equipment and administrative arrangements. The main task of railway safety system is to eliminate all failures caused by people. (Gašparík, et al., 2017) Safety system radioblock is one of many types of safety systems, which are used on railway lines. There are described its components and functionalities on each level of the safety system. Evaluation of this safety system compared from safety and technology point of view. The comparison is focused on railway operation on selected route Číčenice -Volary according to norms of Czech railway infrastructure manager SŽDC D3 and SŽDC D4. Railway line Číčenice -Volary was operated as simplified supervision of railway operation therefore there was not any safety system. Incidence of some extraordinary events led to make the safety system on this railway line. Czech railway infrastructure manager SŽDC wants to prevent such extraordinary events in the future.
Radioblock description
Radioblock RBA-10 is the complex of technical equipment and administrative arrangements, which create the system for managing and securing the railway operation mainly on regional railway lines. This system was made for increasing the level of safety on these railway lines and to prevent all failures made by people.
This system is created with minimum investment and operating costs. It is intended for usage on one-track railway lines with maximum speed 100 km/h. Maximum number of traffic control points is 35 and maximum number of trains is 16 in one moment. In all traffic control points the maximum number of tracks is 4. Radioblock system is based on radio communication between radioblock headquarters and vehicles. (Brejcha, 2009) Some of the basic functions provided by technical parts in RBA-10 facilities are: 1. Rejection of conflict permissions such as train rides to opposite direction on one track, 2. Actual conditions of the whole area are displayed to dispatcher of the radioblock, 3. Electronic transport documentation and data could be transferred, 4. Conditions of downloaded permissions are displayed to vehicle-drivers, 5. Rejection of train ride without permission and control of vehicle-drivers' acts connected to location of the train according to permission by using GPS with warning signals, 6. Control of basic condition on infrastructure in railway stations, 7. Possibility of emergency STOP signal, 8. Possibility for operation of railway vehicles without radioblock facility by substitute acts of dispatcher.
Radioblock headquarters is a complex of technical equipment situated in the dispatching centre. Its purpose is to control train rides in the selected area. It enables sending data and voice permissions for vehicle-drivers. Radioblock vehicle facility is a complex of technical equipment which display permissions from dispatcher directly to vehicle-driver. Train location is also available there. Basic parts are actuating device connected to display.
Basic level of radioblock railway safety system is signed as RB 0. Added Satellite navigation creates level RB 0+. Another level RB 1 uses GNSS. Radioblock level RB 2 means that there is exact control of permissions by measuring the ridden distance. This level of radioblock is not practically used. Radioblock facility in the vehicle has these functions: 1. Automatic check-out, 2. Control of permissions and its compliance with possibility of emergency break activation, 3. Maximum speed limit, 4. Actual speed with possibility of emergency break activation, 5. Integrity of the train, 6. Simple train login, 7. Conditions of crossing safety systems , 8. Information about contemporary speed restrictions.
In the conditions of railway transport, it is not possible to ensure continuous GNSS signal because there are tunnels, deep forests etc. For this reason, on the radioblock facility in the vehicle, there can be switched the level of its functionality. Current level must be shown to vehicle-driver on the display. 
Incorrect train location
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Organising of railway transport operation on the railway line, where Radioblock railway safety system is implemented, is provided by permission to train ride. This permission is issued by dispatcher and then it is delivered to the vehicle facility by radio data network. This permission is displayed by vehicle facility therefore it is necessary to have this facility on each vehicle, which are riding on that railway line. (Brejcha, 2009) Spatial sections on the railway line with radioblock railway safety system is divided by station borders. In front of each station on railway line with radioblock railway safety system, there must be entrance signal with its foreboding. On these signals, there must be number of that railway track in the station, where train is going to arrive in basic conditions. Symbol X is used in that case, when the station is managed from radioblock dispatching centre. Every train on the railway line with radioblock railway safety system, must be recorded and logged into radioblock dispatching centre. Login can be done electronically or vocally. From the beginning of the login until the logout, the status of the vehicle is recorded, and this status is known as mode. 
Railway line Číčenice -Volary
Railway line is signed by number 197 in SŽDC timetable. The beginning of this railway line is in the railway station Číčenice. There is another electrified railway line number 190 České Budějovice -Plzeň, where long-haul trains are also operated. In railway station Volary, there is other railway line number 198 Strakonice -Volary. In railway station Černý Kříž, there is other railway line number 194 České Budějovice -Černý Kříž. The entire end of this railway line is in the station Nové Údolí. Overall distance of the railway line is 70 km. In the section Číčenice -Volary, railway transport is operated according to norm SŽDC D4. In railway stations Číčenice and Volary, there are dispatchers therefore these railway stations are autonomous. These dispatchers organise primarily railway transport in those railway stations. Dispatching centre for radioblock railway safety system on this railway line is in the station Prachatice, which is also autonomous station. It means that dispatcher of radioblock centre is also a dispatcher for this railway station. (Schreier, 2004) 
Railway safety system purpose
Safety is the dominant criterion of transportation. It is generally guaranteed by norms, licences, permissions, certificates and verifications. Transportation safety is measured by indicator of accidents per one billion passenger-kilometres -number of passengers transported per one kilometre. According this way statistics, railway transport is one of the safest modes of transportation. (Kampf, et al., 2012) Main goal of the radioblock railway safety system is to increase the level of safety in railway operation on regional railway lines. In conditions of Czechia, it is determined for railway lines, where railway operation is done according to norm SŽDC D3. On railway lines with simplified supervision of railway operation, the whole responsibility is on operational staff. There is not any railway safety system therefore the railway transport operation is done by supervising of competent person. Telephonic communication between dispatcher and vehicle-driver is recorded. Every mistake such as departure from station without permission could have fatal consequences. (Zitrický, et al., 2015) There were some extraordinary events on the railway line Číčenice -Volary when this railway line was operated according to norm SŽDC D3 until year 2011. This was the main reason to build radioblock railway safety system on this regional railway line. Most of accidents was caused due to mistake of people therefore railway safety system could prevent these accidents. Reasons of these accidents were departures from station without permission or mistakes in communication. 
Technology of railway operation
On each railway line with simplified supervision of railway operation, there is on railway station, from where the dispatcher organises the whole railway line. This dispatcher provides permissions for ride to every train, which is on the railway line. All trains on that railway lines have recording obligation in selected traffic control points. These traffic control points are stated in special timetable for vehicle-drivers. In case of shunting, dispatcher must set exact time for shunting. After the end of shunting, vehicledriver must report that tracks are free. Railway line with radioblock railway safety system (norm SŽDC D4) is supervised by dispatcher, who provides all permissions for each train in selected area. Contrast to railway lines with simplified supervision of railway operation, there is a safety system, which eliminates mistakes of people. (Černá, at al., 2016) Besides increased safety of railway operation, radioblock railway safety system has also other positive impacts to quality of passenger transportation. Duration of operational intervals in every station were decreased therefore traveling time was also decreased. In every traffic control points, there were built new platforms for each direction. New platforms have level crossings with tracks. These platforms are 250 mm above the track according to norm 398/2009 General technical requirements for people with reduced mobility, better known as TSI PRM. There was also build new lighting system in each traffic control point with photocell and video recording system. Information about arrivals, departures, delays and extraordinary events are provided for passengers by special radio system. This system is controlled by radioblock dispatcher in railway station Prachatice. There were not so great decreases in traveling time due to connected trains on other railway lines. Traveling time can be decrease by radioblock railway safety system on this railway line only in case of: 1. Increase the speed limit from 60 km/h to 100 km/h, 2. Decrease static parts of operational intervals in railway stations.
Radioblock on other railway lines
On the SŽDC railway network, there are 82 railway lines, which are operated according to norm SŽDC D3. Some of these railway lines do not need radioblock railway safety system because operation on those railway lines is not so high. There is only one traffic control point or there is only one vehicle on the whole railway line. Some of these railway lines are without any regular traffic. On the other hand, there are many railway lines, which are not so suitable for norm SŽDC D3 because of rush traffic or many control points. Proposed railway lines are suitable for radioblock railway safety system. Radioblock can increase the safety of railway transport operation and throughput of the railway line. It is also possible to decrease traveling time. It is necessary to have radioblock vehicle facility on each vehicle, what increase costs for transport companies. Disadvantage of using radioblock is still opened problem of connection between regional railway lines and main railway lines, where is European traffic control system -ETCS. (Šrámek, et al., 2018) Conclusions 1. Railway safety system radioblock is built for those regional railway lines, where simplified supervision of railway operation according to norm SŽDC D3 is used now. 2. Radioblock railway safety system is provided on various levels. The highest level is connected to satellite systems GNSS for identification of exact train location. Using of GNSS is cheaper than using of location equipment on the track. 3. There is possibility to increase maximum speed on the railway line to 100 kph. Traveling time can be decreased and some technological tasks in railway stations are not necessary. 4. There is only one railway line with radioblock railway safety system. It is railway line Číčenice -Volary in Czechia. Occurrence of extraordinary events on this railway line led to building of this safety system. Another railway line Dolní Bousov -Kopidlno is ready for building updated version of radioblock railway safety system. 5. In Czechia, there are many railway lines suitable for radioblock railway safety system. These railway lines were proposed according to selected criteria. They are not suitable for simplified supervision of railway operation because of high number of stations or rush traffic on them.
